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President Sikes Appears
PROMINENT ENGINEER Swimming Team Wins
Before Finance Committee TO DELIVER ADDRESS
State Title at Greenville
REQUESTS $100,000.00

SOPHOMORE GLASS
Pleads for Funds Sufficient to
Maintain Standing of
ELECTS^ OFFICERS
College

.

Dr. E. W. Sikes, President ot
Clemson College, appeared before
the 'Senate Finance Committee in
behalf of the college last Thursday
in Columbia.
In presenting his plea for funds
for running expenses of the college for the ensuing year, Dr. Sikes
made the following requests:
"Having cared
for
the usual
lixed and inescapable expenses of
maintenance, I request
(1) $50,000.00 for salaries from
January 1, 1933 to June 3 0,
1933.
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(2) $100,000.00 from July 1, 1933
to June 30, 1934.
"This means a reduction of approximately 4 0 percent in salaries.
A $2000.00 modification of the
amounts requested will change salaries one percent.
These figures
mean a reduction of 52 percent
- -rnon ;r fnfi state's appropriatax.
the Col. erly for
e'a ]
naintain
the standing of the Cuiiege with
the accrediting associations of the
United States, to preserve its balanced vocational curriculum, and to
keep up the morale of the staff. I
have informed the staff that Clemson College is so vitally identified
•with the welfare of the State that
the intelligence, patriotism and
statesmanship of
South Carolina
will properly provide for them and
the institution when the cloud of
depression is lifted. The School of
Agriculture is urged to maintain
the outstanding record which has
won such high esteem even in other
states; the School Of Engineering
to continue to fit its men to meet
those from the larger engineering
schools
without
embarrassment
and the Textile School to maintain
its leadership among similar schools
and mill men.
"E. W. Sikes, President."

INFORMAL DANCE TO
CLOSE ENG.-ARCH. DAY

Spann, Fellers, Metz, and Lipscomb are Honored
On Thursday night, March 16,
the Sophomore class held a meeting in Room 19, Main Building, for
the purpose of electing officers for
the 1932-33 school year. The following were elected: President, S.
R. Spann; vice-president, H. S. Pellows; secretary and treasurer, J.
Metz; historian, J. L. Lipscomb.
Five men were nominated for
each office, three being eleminated
on the first ballot and one on the
second. For the office of president the following were nominated:
S. R. Spann, J. L. Lipscomb, J.
Metz, C. S. Bryce, and T. A. Kolb.
S. R. Spann received that honor.
H. S. Fellows, H. A. Plowden, A.
C. Mustard, J. Metz, and K. W.
Ackis were nominated for the vicepresidency. H. S. Fellows was chosen on the final ballot.
For the
position of secretary-treasurer, O.
F. Lafaye, J. H. Graves, L. B. Coleman were nominated. J. Metz was
elected. C. W. Watson, J. L. Lipscomb, O. G. Rawls, W. M. Thackston, and J. M. Lewis were offered
as candidates for the post of historian. Lipscomb came out on top
after a very close race.

William S. Lee to Speak in
College Chapel at Noon
Engineering-Architecture Day opens
at 12 o'clock on Friday, March 24,
in a most fitting manner, with an
address in the college chapel to be
delivered by one of the most prominent natives of South Carolina and
one of the greatest engineers of
present times—William States Lee.
William S. Lee was born in Lancaster, South Carolina, on January
2 8, 187 2. Within a few years, the
family established its home on a
farm a few miles outside Anderson,
where the young Lee first illustrated
his engineering inclinations in his
play constructing ponds and dams
and flutter mills—the last-named
artifice, years later, to become rooted
in the electrical industry.
Impressed by a suggestion of his
uncle, Major Thomas B. Lee, that
"It's all a matter of mathematics,"
the Anderson lad was moved to
learn all the mathematics available;
and after completing the courses at
the city schools, he appealed to the
family for a college education.
The State of South Carolina was
then offering a limited number of
free scholarships in the old Charleston Military Academy, now the Cita_
del. William Lee entered a competitive examination for one of these
scholarships and won it.
Having
completed his college education, Mr.

ENGINEERING-ARCHITECTURE DAY TO
HOLD LIMELIGHT ON CAMPUS TOMORROW
Full-Dress Parade to Feature
Technical Exhibition Friday
The Engineers
and Architects
hold the attention of the public on
the Clemson campus tomorrow with
the presentation of Clemson's second annual Engineering-Architecture Day. The festivities begin at
12 o'clock with an address in the
chapel by Mr. William S. Lee and
close with a dance at 9:30 in the
Field House. The public is cordially invited to attend both the technical displays and the dance.

At 2:15 P. M. the Corps will pass
in review in full-dress uniform on
Bowman Field. Following the parade, the Junior Platoon, a crack
drill outfit composed of picked men,
Jungaleers
Will
Furnish
will execute an assortment of comRhythm for "Melee"
plicated military movements.
Following the 'band concert on
Bowman Field, the main exhibits
in the Engineering and Shop Buildings will be open to the public.
Students of the Engineering and
Architectural departments will be in
attendance to direct the visitors and
point out the projects of particular interest.

As a fitting climax for Engineering-Architecture Day tomorrow
an informal dance will be held in
the Field House from 9:30 to 1:30.
The music will be furnished by the
Jungaleers, who have a large assortment of good dance numbers on
hand.
A large crowd is expected
to visit the campus on this date
One of the most spectacular
and all are cordially invited to end
scenes
of the exposition will be afup a perfect day at the dance.
forded by the firing and tapping of
Prices for this informal dance the iron-melting cupola in the
will be very low and many of the Foundry of the Shop Building. Apcadets are expected to take advan- proximately 1800 pounds of gray
tage of this oportunity to cast a iron will be melted down and
glow over the depression. Cadets poured into molds duirng the prowill be required to wear the regulacontinued on page five)
tion uniform.

SADRE CLUB TAKES
IN THREE NEW MEN
Capts. Rogers and Crow—Lt.
Sherrill Become "Fish"
The Sabre Club, the military organization of Clemson, recently announced the election of three new
members to their ranks. Two of
these men, E. E. Crow and H. M.
Rogers, are captains of F and D
companies respectively. D. D. Sherrill was elected as the honor lieutenant of the organization.
These men Tuesday began the
colorful and humorous duties which
always mark the entrance of new
"fish" into the Cluh. For the next
two weeks they will be distinguished
by the "pie plate" epaulets and
cumbersome
blades which they
wear.
This is the last initiation to be
held by the Sabre Club for seniors
this semester as the full membership quota of twenty men has been
reached. At the close of the semester several juniors will he taken
in to form a nucleus for next year's
organization.
APRIL FOOL
The April Fool yellow sheet
edition of THE TIGER will be
published next
Wednesday,
March 29. Anyone desiring
to submit articles for publication should turn in copy to the
Editor by Sunday afternoon.

CHARLESTONIANS

STAR

CapL Fisher, Rollins, Allison,
and Van de Erve Pile
Up Points
The Tiger tanksters have brought
Clemson her second state championship in 1933.
Although Clemson
was not planning to be represented
in the state meet this year, some
of the boys who love the water
sport decided to turn out a team
and were determined to have a
competent squad.
Last week the swimmers took
their aggregation to Greenville and
proceeded to plough through the
waves with sufficient rapidity to return to Tigertown with the championship banner
flying in their
midst. The Bengal trio, composed
of Captain Fisher, Rollins, and Allison, and aided at times by Van de
Erve, played havoc with every other
team's hopes of winning the meet.
The Tigers captured six of the possible nine first places.
Final results
were:
Clemson
56,
Furman
Courtesy the Charlotte Observer
' 44, Presbyterian College, 4.
WILLIAM S. LEE
The crisis of the meet came in
the 150-yard back stroke.
FurLee immediately entered the engin- man's noted diving artist, Sacco,
eering field.
led the list of entries throughout
Besides serving as president and the race only to have his stroke
consulting engineer of his own cor- hroken in the final lap and to see
poration, he is president and chief both Van de Erve and Basha, Clem(Continued on page five)
son, ease past for first and second
places respectively, giving the Tigers enough points to claim the title.
The Summary
440 relay—Allison, Rollins, Dickson, Fisher (Clemson); Stephens,
Childers (FurHistoric Model to be Exhibited Towns, Barbasso,
man).
on Engineering-Architec200 breast stroke—Glass (F
ture Day
man), Rudgers (Furman) T
An interesting spectacle to wit- man, (P. C.)
150 back stroke—Van :1c
ness is the "T" model Ford, model
(Clemson)
Basha (Clemson),
of 1910, owned by the Clemson
Mechanical
Engineering Depart- co (Furman) Townes (Furman).
40
yards
free
style—Rollini
ment.
(Clemson), Adair ('Furman), Van
The car was originally owned, by
Prof. Dargan, former head of the de Erve (Clemson), Childers (FurElectrical Department at Clemson man).
440 free style—Allison (ClemCollege. Mr. Dargan bought the car
son),
Geer
(Furman), Thomas
in 1910 at a cost of $1000. Such

ANCIENT MODEL T
MAKESJONG TRIP

things as the top and lights were
extra equipment, the top being a
peculiar affair with long straps
holding it down, and the lights were
of the carbide type. However, the
carbide lights were not satisfactory
to Mr. Dargan and he constructed
a lighting system that included some
of the first electric light bulbs in
this country.
Professor Dargan ran the car until 1918, and at that time he put
the car in his garage to lay up until he turned it over to Clemson
in 1929. The car was run to Spartanburg and hack under its own
power during the past wek without
mishap of any kind.
The car will be on display on
Engineering-Architecture
Day
at
Clemson, March 24, and will be one
of the many unusual features to be
shown at that time.
"TAPS" BALL CHANGED
According to a recent announcement the date of the
"Taps" Ball has been changed
From April 14 to Friday, April
21.

(Continued on page five)

SR. COUNCIL SOCIAL
IS GREAT SUCCESS
Many Pretty Girls are Guests
of Seniors
The Senior Y Council is to be
complimented for sponsoring one of
the most successful socials given
here for some time. The social last
Friday night, held in the Y, was an
eminent success in every way.
The lobby and club room of the
Y were decorated tastily to fit tUe
occasion. Each
member
of the
council invited a senior who was
not a memher of the council, each
of whom invited a girl as his
guest. In addition to these, about
twenty girls
were
invited from
Greenville.
Dancing, games, and
the picture show contributed to
the entertainment and delicious refreshments were served. Everyone
present reported a wonderful evening,
i

m
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SNOOPS AND WHOOPS
in the past three years little or
no interest lias been paid to the
greatest and oldest of all-time outdoor athletic events. We speak of
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
the cross-country run. But this
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the year Clemson shall be represented
college session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
by one of the strongest teams in its
history. The team will be composed
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Colof only two men, bat such men.
lege, South Carolina.
Mac Adams is captain and coach
and Bob Jenkins is manager. The
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
team has already begun working
Member Intercollegiate Press
out and shows every sign of rapidly
rounding into shape. The boys have
found atmospheric conditions at night
EDITORIAL STAFF
more suitable for this form of
W. L. LEVERETTE
Editor-in-Chief
athletics and have been taking short
P. H. LATIMER
Associate Editor
mns betwen Wialhalla and Seneca,
D. A. BARNES —
Managing Editor
a distance of a little more than
W. C. COBB
Managing Editor
ten miles.
J. SHERMAN
Athletic Editor
Al Yariborough and "Mountain
M. S. J. BLITCH
Associate Athletic Editor
Goat" Lynn have a way of their
G. CHAPLIN
Associate Athletic Editor
own with these little Anderson ColW. J. BURTON
Y. M. C. A. Editor
lege girls. "Monk" Montgomery
F. R. ILER
Exchange Editor
isn't taking long to find his way
A. S. THOMAS -Feature Editor
around with them either. They even
R. B. EATON
Feature Editor
come over here to see "Monk".
Such popularity must be deserved.
Staff Reporters
And "Blonde Venus" Ackis hasn't
K. W. Ackis, J. C. Burton, J. D. Brown, S. A. Cooler, J. L, DeLoach
yet gotten over that no-break that
C. E. Farmer, H. B. Gassaway, R. M. Hunt, P. D. Johnson,
he didn't have. We
are hoping
W. B. Leland, J. H. M. Madden, J. Metz, S. W. Page,
you are more power in JacksonC. H. Hollis, B. G. Price, O. G. Rawls, S. D.
ville, Ackis.
Smart, S. R. Spann, G. W. Speer,
Joe Sherman has found beauty at
T. S. Strange, W. B. Barber
home.
At last Joe realizes that
BUSINESS STAFF
it isn't necessary to go far from his
J. F. JAMES
Business Manager
own back yard to find happiness.
Business Associates
But what about Anderson, Joe?
J. P. GLENN, A. T. McSWAIN, J. R. CLEVELAND
Word comes than an old flame
CIRCULATION STAFF
thought she saw "Coots" Holman
W. B. PERRY
Circulation Manager
up in Washington for the inauguraJ. R. HUTCHESON
Associate Circulation Manager
tion, but she thought he had a musCirculation Associates
tashe. Now, if that was "Cootsie",
C. C. GIBSON AND K. W. McGEE
where is the mustache?
Which
flame was that?
"Vas ya' der,
Assistants
'Cootsie' "1
J. Z. Lancaster and E. T. Zimmerman
Since when did the lady friends
begin asking of the possibilities of
dandruff on the chest? Now, Mr.
Proctor, you ought to begin wearing those high collars.
And the wedding bells are breaking up that old quartet over in
CONCERNING MINOR SPORTS
Anderson. Some say that the wedClemson has a swimming team composed of cadets who ding bells won't ring for quite a
got together some time ago and agreed to train themselves while now, Ibut we still think diffor competition with other colleges. No funds were available ferently.
"Presto" Gibbs is planning a big
to aid the team in buying suits or obtaining transportation. "turn on" for the next time he's
They could not even look forward to receiving letters for m Charleston. You had better
those men who qualified for them. Yet that same team, take "Snozzle" Frazier along with
coached by one of its own members, last Thursday won the you, "Presto". You two have so
much in common.
State championship over teams better prepared.
Did you see Mr. Fenny and Mr.
Just another example of determination. And there are sev- Taylor measuring their "schnoz^1 other athletic organizations at Clemson in much the same zoloes" with a yard stick to satisfy
Jition. The men are willing, but the money is lacking.
the numerous inquiries as to which
|e athletic association has no funds to aid teams engaged one had the largest "smeller"?
If something isn't done about this
linor sports. Still, all of these athletics are highly desiralong Spring Holiday we are just bele. The Y. M. C. A. has cooperated to the fullest in helping fore having, someone will choke.
Fbut students in the way of furnishing equipment and transpor- That's entirely too much time for
tation, and will do its utmost to help any cadets who desire any college to have. My, my, how
to organize teams and engage other college teams. The rest liberal these college authorities
have come to be. Just think, now
is up to the cadets themselves.
four whole days.
Who would have thought that H.
CONSIDER THE DOLLAR
M. "Radio" Rogers, that great big
You have been hearing everything that is wrong with the ole two-fisted, he-man, would ever
state and country in general blamed on the depression. Still fall in love? This is real romance
it is very seldom that something comes along which is entirely and it takes place over in Seneca—
yes, Seneca. And, acording to the
bad. Crises, just like people, usually have something good
looks of things, this is no "short
about them no matter how bad the rest may be. The present wave' affair either.
depression has wrecked businesses, wrecked people's lives,
Its remarkable—this attraction
Robinson
has for the women. He
caused misery and suffering throughout the world, but in spite
just
stands
out in front of the Main
of all these evils it has not been without some very good efBuilding
on
Sundays and down she
fects.
races from the nearby mountains to
Not the least among these is the discovery that a dollar is her long tall sweetheart.
composed of exactly one hundred pennies. A few years ago
What's this about the General
a dollar was very commonplace to most of us and we wasted Order coming out stating that it
quite a few of them without realizing just how much money will be against the College rules
we were throwing away. Today, only a few of us are still and regulations to grow a goatee?
Now, Lord, what'll you do?
We
indifferent to waste. We have been forced, perhaps against would suggest a good clean shave.

EDITORIAL

our will, to seriously consider a dollar and sometimes the
dimes and nickels which make it up. It has taken the "great
depression" to make most of us realize the actual value of
a dollar and the many things which it can accomplish.
Sixty-two students of the medical sophomore year at
Queen's University, Kingston, Ont., have been fined $2 each
for hazing activities. What the world needs today is more
sophomores with $2.

CONGRATULATIONS
The members of the Corps and
the residents of the campus wish
to extend their heartiest congratulations to Coach and Mrs. Neely
upon the birth of a daughter last
Tuesday.

AND COMMENT

By AL THOMAS

In glaring yellow
pages
the
"Echo" of Chattanooga University,
explains the university of the future, on the Technocrat plan.
The students feeds
his energy
certificates into a brightly-burnished aluminum registrar and receives
keys and instructions for working
the chromium plated, swivel-jointed, ball-bearing professors.
Everyone makes "A" the system
is so efficient. All one has to do is
set the machinery in operation, and
come back at the end of the term
for perfect notebooks and errorless
examination papers.
Three great big, hefty chers for
Technocracy!!—The Blue Stocking.

Much credit should be given Graham Fisher for organizing, coaching, and
captaining
a winning
swimming team. With a very
small amount of material to work
with he put out a team that won
the state chapionship at the state
meet in Greenville last week. Besides all this he was the mainstay
of the team, amassing many of the
points scored by the Clemson team.

What about all this talk of beer?
Even if it is legalized by the Federal government, what good will it
do us?
Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Tennessee,
Kentucky,
Louisiana,
j Mississippi, and Alabama all have
prohibition laws that make the sale
The announcement in The Cadet j of beer illegal. Maryland, possibly,
that Guy Lombardo and his Royal '■ is the nearest state where the bevCanadians will play for the Easter | erage is not unlawful Of course,
dances at V. M. I. is certain assur- i the added revenue to the coffers of
ance of the success of these dances. | the treasury will help us.
I am
What a break for "the little sol- speaking from the viewpoint of the
diers."
thirsty. Those who enjoy a stein
quid should start propagandering
A columnist in the WHEATON tor the removal of the prohibition
RECORD asks, "if speech is silver laws in the dry states.
and silence is golden, what is a
college yell?"
It must be lead
Eddie Cantor says that puppy
(.by a cheerleader. Get it?)—The love is the beginning of a dog's
Cadet.
life.
The following extract from the
BULLDOG, after a few changes,
seems to express the sentiments of
some of our freshmen:
Mister Lane is my professor,
I shall not pass.
He maketh me show my ignorance
Before the whole class;
He giveth me more than I can learn,
He lowereth my grade,
Yea, though I walk through
The valley of knowledge,
I learn not.
He fireth questions at me
In the presence of my classmates.
He anointheth my
head
with
whacks,
My eyes runneth over.
Surely notebooks and pencils
Shall follow me all the days of my
life,
And I shall remain in the Freshman
class forever.

To summarize:
See the happy moron.
He doesn't give a damn.
I wish I were a moronMy Gawd! Perhaps I am.
Son versus Father
Denver—(IP)—The suit of a son
to force his father to pay the expenses of his college education, has
been dismissed here by a judge in
the District Court.
The defendant in the suit was A.
V. Smith, New York attorney, and
the plaintiff was his son, William
V. Smith, former University of Colorado football star.
Son William
charged that in return for "love,
affection and other valuable considerations," his father had promised
to pay his college expenses.
In the suit, filed, more than a year
ago, the ex-football player said his
father had failed to give him the
$1900 which his four year in college cost him.
Young Smith's attorney, Harold
T. King, said he would appeal the
case to the Colorado Supreme Court.
Dear father:
I have thought about it.
But
truthfully I would rather make a B
and have the enjoyment of smoking;
in fact, I would rather smoke and
drink and make a C. Futhermore,
I would rather smoke and drink
and neck and make a D.
Dear son:
If you flunk anything I'll break
your neck.—Carolinian.

One of the eminent professors
on the English faculty suggests
that, deep in the minds of many
of the students at Clemson smoulder the rudiments of poetry.
It
may not be poetry in the true sense
of the word, but, nevertheless,
much of it may be publishable.
When you are sitting down at night
with nothing on your mind, pick
up a pencil and
write down a
rhyme about the guy who grabs
the milk first, or about the inevitable
"duck"
hunter—Anything.
Drop it by Room 265 or 333 signed
or unsigned. If it is worthy it will
be published, in The Tiger.

The consensus of opinion, from
a few remarks, seems to be that
the author of this column went out
several hundred yards beyond his
depth in his last week's attempt.
Right! 'Such talk of reconstruction
and high finance will be left to the
more
metropolitan
newspapers
henceforth.

Unless something very unexpected
takes place between the time this
is being written and the coming
week-end, Engineering-Architecture
Day will go down on the Clemson
ledger as another red-letter day.
Friday will mark the first anniversary of the colorful and spectacular
display of the latest creations in
the two greatest fields of modern
advances. Last year this unusual
exhibit created quite a stir of comment and approval throughout the
state.
It was a most successful
undertaking and excited much admiration and wonder by its unusual
display.
Perhaps this one great
day at Clemson last year did as
much toward gaining a wider range
of publicity and state-wide recognition as any other one fete held
on the campus in a long time.
This year the Day is expected to
be just as elaborate and full of
excitement and sensations. Although
the Pageant, presented by the Architectural Department last year as an
appropriate climax to such a day
the schedule of events, it is expected that the dance to be held in the
Field House that night will be of
such successful
magnitude as to
warrant the absence of the pageant
from the program.
The dance thus
far has received little advertisement
but it is expected to be quite a
"struggle".
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VESPER SERVICES
Vesper Services were conducted
at the Y. M. C. A. Sunday evening
at 6:15 o'clock. Those present
■were fortunate in having a group
of chorus girls from Lebanon
church, near Anderson, and Dr.
Frank Poole of Furman University
itlth them to conduct the services
lor the evening.
Several musical selections "were
rendered by the
chorus, among
. them being a solo, a duet, and several violin solos. These selections
proved very interesting and were
enjoyed by all.
Dr. Poole selected as his topic
the "Parable of the Mustard Seed".
His discussion was centered around
the scripture: "The kingdom of
heaven is like unto a grain of mus<
tard seed, which a man took, an.i
sowed in his field; which indeed is
the least of all seeds; but when it
is grown, it is greater than the
herbs and becometh a tree, so that
the birds of the heaven come and
lodge in the -branches thereof".
He pictured the lives of many
men who had to plod through the
earlier part of life, hampered by
many difficulties, but sooner or later,
came to be known as great men.
They, as the speaker described it.had
planted mustard seed in their back
yards. He also said that this is the
kind of life that we all must live
regardless of our difficulties.
This concluding the program, Mr.
Theo Vaughan pronounced the benediction.

KIRGHNER WORKING
ON MASTER'S DEGREE
Has Taken Up Studies at "Y"
Graduate School
Fred Kirchner, who has been employed at the Y for the pa3t year as
athletic director, is now at the Y.
M. C. A. Graduate School in Nashville working on a Master's degree
in Physical Education. Mr. Kirchner is a graduate of Greenville
high school and also a graduate of
Clemson College.
Throughout most of his life, Mr.
Kirchner has been engaged In boy's
work and physical training. For a
time he was a member of Mr.
Mackey's Marvels, the gymnastic
team that has thrilled so many people in this part of the state. At
Clemson this year, the effect of Mr.
Kirchner's work has been felt by
every cadet. He has been instrumental in establishing a program
of intermural athletics which embraces a larger percentage of the
student body than at almost any
other school in this section.

STUTTERERS POSSESS
LITERARY TALENT

New Orleans,
La.—(IP)—HowMuch Equipment Furnished ever speechless and embarrassed a
stutterer may be when he is
and Other Aid Given
forced to speak to someone face to
Hundreds of students have taken lace, he is an entirely different
part in company basketball, compa- person when alone at his desk with
ny volleyball, company swimming a pen in his hand. When given a
meets, indoor baseball games, wrest- chance to write instead of talk
assume virtually
ling, tennis, and tag-fotball. The many stutterers
Clemson Y. IM. C. A. has furnished a Shakespearean power.
all equipment and generally tried
This fact ahout stutterers was reto encourage all of these activities. vealed by Dr. John M. Fletcher,
The students testify to the fun and professor of psychology at Tulane
University, who has received scores
benefits derived.
In view of the fact that the of letters in the last few years from
horseshoe tournament and tennis stutterers all over the world, a surtournament will 'begin in about a prising number of which show
week, sheets are heing placed on marked literary talent.
each company bulletin board, so
Dr. Fletcher, considered, by many
that all students wishing to partici- the world's foremost authority on
pate in these tournaments
may speech defects and who is author of
sign up with very little difficulty. a book on stuttering, said this abiliThe intramural swimming meets ty of the stutterer to write well is
soon to begin at the Y pool will a "compensatory reaction" to his
include water polo, fancy and high speech difficulty. He said that aldiving and other novel water fea- though this trait is not universal,
tures.
many of his correspondents had
Indoor basefoall teams are round- confided to him their desire to write
ing into shape now for the company as a means of escape from their
stuttering embarrassment.
meets soon to be held.
The golf team under the tuteThe Tulane's professor'3 theory
lage of Charlie Moss, has a tenta- of the cause of stuttering is that
tive schedule. The golfers are on it is not due to any physicai de"their own"
hut
receive much fect but that it is caused by a "su"moral" support from interested persensitiveness to social scrutiny.''
individuals. The Clemson Y. M. C.
A. has rendered, some assistance to
this group in helping to entertain
The man in the moon isn't half
visiting teams and in the matter as interesting as the lady in the
of free transportation.
sun.
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At the meeting
of
the state
Teacher's Association, sponsored by
the Spartanburg
chapter
of the
Alumni, there was a large number
attending, and a good program was
carried out. C. K. Wright, who is
now principal of the Laurens high
school, was elected president of the
teacher's association.
The following members of the
Alumni were visitors on the campus during last week: Boh Witherspoon, class of '02, who is now located in Atlanta. Al Stanford, class
of '14, and Mr. A. S. Lee, class of
'08. Mr. Lee is now at Duke University.

Mr. W. O. Hutchins, secretary of
the Savannah club, was on the
campus during the latter part of
last week. He brought five «f Savannah high school's best football
players to look over Clemson. Tfaey
intend to enter Clemson next fall.

Jim McBride,
recently elected,
president of the Savannah club and
who Is now connected with the Seaboard Airline railway, was a visitor on the campus this week.

Bob Jenkins—My boss runs a
clinic.
Rat Rogers—He must be a doctor then.
Bob—Oh no—dry clinic and pressic.

Milder
and yet

The new and Old officers of the
Y. 'M. C. A. were the guests of the
Y at an informal supper given in
the Y Cafe, Tuesday night. In addition to the officers, Dr. Milford,
Romaine Smith, Fred Kirchner, and
Bill Crawford were also present.
After the supper Dr. Milford
gave a short talk stressing the work
of the Y in promoting minor sports
such as tennis, golf, and swimming.
Dr.
Milford was lavish in his
praise of the work Fred Kirchner
has done with these sports and with
company athletics. He stated that
he was especially in favor of such
sports since they reach a great
many more students that the major
sports and have a distinct "carry
over" value, since most of them,
such as tennis and golf, will be
pursued after graduation.
Following ©r. Milford's address
the other men present gave short
talks of the value of the Y. M. C.
A. to them during their college
days.
Mr, Holtzendorff expressed
his appreciation for the work done
by Kirchner and Crawford and expressed regret that they were to
leave. Mr. Kirchner and Mr. Crawford are now in Nashville taking
graduate work at the Y. M. C. A.
graduate school.

\ou get what you
want, and you don't have to
take what you don't want
It's like this: You don't want
a strong, rank cigarette; you
don't want one that's tasteless.
You want one that lets you
know that you are smoking, but
you don't want one that's bitey.
Chesterfields are milder . . .
and yet They Satisfy.

PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
Friday, 24th—"Hello Everybody"
Kate Smith's portrayal of her lovable personality, every pound of it,
on the screen together with her
popular "Sewanee Music".
Saturday, 25th—"Face in the
Sky" with Marion Nixon and Spencer Tracy.
Monday, 27th—"They Just Had
to
Get
Married"—Zasu
Pitts,
Slim
Summerville.
and
Roland
Young make this a most enjoyable
comedy.
Tuesday, 28th—^Strictly Personal"—Starring Dorothy Jordan and
M. Rambeau.
Wed. 29th—"Robbers' Roost"—
Another western starring the most
popular
western
star,
George
O'Brien.

t/t& cigarette t/iath MILDER
tA& ciaareffe mat TASTES BETTER
© 1933
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
A. S. M. E.

The local chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers
convened last Thursdy night at 7
o'clock in the Engineering Building.
The meeting was conducted by R. D.
Stephenson, president of the society. The principal business of the
session consisted of electing officers
of the society for the remainder of
the college term. The ballot revealed the choice of the society as
follows: President, J. D. Scott; vicePresident, F. A. Lawton; Secretary
and Treasurer, J. M'. Spearman.
Following the election, the meeting was adjourned, for the purpose
of conferring the final portion of
the initiation ceremony upon seven
members of the society who were
accepted for membership last fall.
The initiation ceremony closed the
session.

THE TIGER
4-H CJuUB
The Clemson College 4-H Club
held its regular meeting in Dr.
Collings' class room Monday night,
March 12. The meeting was devoted to topics <xf primary importance.
A dramatist from New York is
to instruct thirty students in dramatics from March 17-30. Ten of
these students are to come from the
4-H Club and the remaining twenty from other clubs and societies
on the campus. A special meeting
will be held Monday night to select
the ten to represent the 4-H Club.
The 4-H <Clab is fortunate in having two talemted musicians, H. B.
Biggers and B. H. Wood, who rendered a number of selections at tbe
last meeting.
CAUHHXNr MTERARY SOCIETY
The Calhosn Literary Society met
last Tuesday night at eight o'clock
in the Society hall. The meeting
opened with a short prayer by tbe
cbaplin. A poem was then given
'by I* B. Coleman. After this C. A.

A large packing case is exhibited on a raised platform. A young woman climbs into the box. Head,
hands and feet protrude, and are held by spectators while the magician takes a crosscut saw and,
with the help of an assistant, saws through the
center of the box and apparently through the woman.
EXPLANATION:
There are many explanations for this illusion. One
method of performing this illusion requires the
presence of two girls in the box. One girl curls up
in the left half of the box with her head and hands
protruding, giving the effect you see illustrated
above. The other girl is doubled iup in the right
half of the box, with only her feet showing. Nobody
is sawed in half.
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Arrington gave a very interesting Ants to Dominate
talk on the inauguration of RooseIn World Supremacy
velt. Wood and Biggers then rendered some special music. After a
Pasadena, Cal.—(IP)—The preshort business session the meeting
diction
of a group of scientists readjourned.
cently that the rulership of the
world would one day be wrested from
mankind by the ant, was scoffed at
AGRONOMY CLUB
by Prof. Julian Huxley, grandson of
The Agronomy Club held its the dean of British biologists, in a
meeting last Thursday night in Dr. talk to students at the California
Collings' class room with Dr. F. H. Institute of Technology.
H. Calhoun as the principal speakMan need have no fear of the ant,
er. Dr. Calhoun related many rich he said.
experiences that have happened dur"In the first place" he asserted
ing the twenty-eight years of his
"it would take 100,000,000 ants to
teaching at Clemson. In his talk
equal the fighting weight of an
he illustrated fay the use of charts
average sized man.
The size of
the progress made here.
After
ant's brain appears a true index to
Dr. Calhoun's interesting talk, reit's efficiency.
Ants cannot hand
freshments were served.
down facts from one generation to
Captain Harcombe gave the clab the next, but are completely tied
a : banquet Friday night at which down by instinct."
"The ant has a serious handicap
they had as its their guests memtiers of the faculty and their wives, to world ascendancy in that the speas well as girls of the campus cies reached its present development
and other places. Those who weite before the evolution of man started,
■present greatly enjoyed the en- and now appears to be at a standstill."
tire banquet.

FOR DINNER AND DANCE
CO-EDS RIDE BICYCLES
Cleveland, Ohio—(IP)—It was
the man who paid—after two Oberlin College co-eds rode their bicycles to Cleveland to cheer their
football team against Western Reserve and thereby won a bet from
Donald Strong, a college junior.
The girl3 were Mariene Stinson,
a junior, and Marjorie Thiessen, a
sophomore.
Dining and dancing was the stake
in the wager, and the trio did this
at a celebration at the Lotus Gardens here after "Oberlin had gone
down to defeat 22 to 7:
The co-eds traveled the 35 miles
including two trips.around the public square, which was part of. the
bet, in two hours and 33 minutes.
"We weren't trying for any speed
record and I know • we could do it
in less time than that," Miss Thiessen said.
•

It's fun to be fooled
... it's more fun to KNOW
Cigarette advertising, too, has its tricks.
Consider the illusion that "Flavor" can be
achieved by some kind of magical hocuspocus in manufacturing.
EXPLANATION: Just three factors control
the flavor of a cigarette. The addition of artificial flavoring. The blending of various tobaccos. And the quality of the tobaccos them-

selves. Quality is by far the most important.
Domestic cigarette tobaccos vary in price
from 5? a pound up to 40f* a pound. Imported
tobaccos vary from 50f* a pound to $1.15. /
No wonder, then, that cigarettes differ in
taste—since distinctive, pleasing flavor depends so largely upon the blending of the costlier tobaccos.
It is a fact, well known by leaf
tobacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand.

Try Camels. Give your taste a chance to sense
the subtle difference that lies in costlier tobaccos ... a difference that means all the
world in smoking pleasure... in pure, unalloyed satisfaction.
Copyright, 1933, B. J. Reynold* Tctarca Company

NO TRICKS
..JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IN A

MATCHLESS BLEND
■< ■:■■ K

! '
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DIAMOND CREW OPENS

THE REALM OF SPORTS

SEASON WITH GEORGIA

Trr\

rr%

railing i he i ig ers
4 with JOE
Now that Coach Neely and his
Purple and Gold gridiron performers have packed their uniforms in
moth balls until next fall, all eyes
at Tigertown are being directed to
the lower half of Riggs (ield where
some two dozen lovers of the national pastime are busily engaged
in the process of rounding out a
diamond team that will be capable
of keeping the state flag flying over
the Tiger's lair.
But before we
turn to baseball for the remainder
of the college year there are a
few things that can be said about
(he football situation.
When the gridsters begin theii
trek back to the foot of the Blue
Ridge around the first of (September the outlook for a winning football team
at
Clemson
will be
the brighter that it has been since
Neely took over the reins at the
Tiger's stamping grounds. It looks
as though athletic prosperity at
Clemson has at last rounded the
final curve and is thundering down
the home stretch.
It is certain
that Coach Neely has been through
his share of lean years and should
be in a position to enjoy a few
years of plenty.
The
last
two
years have seen a bunch of nice
looking gridmen sign the dotted
line in the registrar's office, and
if we are not badly mistaken chose
same men are the ones who are
jroing to put Clemson teams back
on the level that they once enjoyed.
For the first time in many a
moon there seems to be at Clemson
an assortment of men who can do
almost anything in the football
line.
The shortage of men that
lias been so disastrous to Clemson
teams in the past few years is apparently a thing of the past. Last
year's freshm'an team boasted some
of the best football material to be
seen in these parts for quite a
while. These men, with the aid of
the upperclassmen who will return,
will give the Tigers the puncK Miat
has been lacking/' recently.
The
Clemson mentor {will be able to
place a world of / speed and power
on the field nex/fc year, and he is
not lelaving a /stone unturned in
preparation for/ the coming campaign.
I
,
You will recall that Coach Neely,
talking over 'the radio in Atlanta
last year, m^de the remark that if
he could ha*ve one really outstanding man on/bis team he had rather
for him to I be a good, punter. As
though in answer to a coach's
prayer, two
promising
freshmen
(came to t'ae fore last fall and
during the spring practice with
beautiful exhibitions of long-distance and place-punting.
The Tiger mentor need not worry along
those lines in the future; he will
have two expert kickers when the
1933 season rolls around, and to be
perfectly frank, we are expecting
+
.o see the Tigers "take off" pretty
soon.
And so, ladies and gentlemen, let us bid football adieu for
the present and direct our spotlight
on the diamond and on the cinder
pathways for a while.
Stray
Shots:
The
"Mountain
Ooat" continues to thunder down
the track at a rapid rate. It is
going to be interesting to see what
effect the absence of Junior Armstrong will have on his running.
And for those who do not yet know
it, Johnson Craig is to lead the
tracksters
through
the
season.
The meet with Georgia is scheduled for April Fool Day. It may
be changed since that is during the
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SHERMAN

"POP" TO YOU—
Tuesday afternon a week ago
Riggs Field was the scene of a
very dignified and impressive
ceremony. Before a group of fift)
members of the football, baseball, and track squads, "Dutch'
Heineman, as master of ceremonies, made a very timely speech
and in behalf of the athletic
teams presented Coach Jess Neely with a few gifts for the new
"head of the family". Upon inspection, these gifts proved to be
of quite a practical nature—
among various and sundry other
things, a lipstick. The gathering
broke up with a rousing cheer
for "Papa" Neely.

TANK TEAM CAPTURES
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP

HOWARD PUTS TRACK
TEAM THROUGH PAGES

SWLMMERS WIN TITLE
(Continued from page one)
(Clemson), Townes (Furman).
100 yards—Fisher
(Clemson),
Dickson
(Clemson),
McFadden
(Furman) Barbasso (Furman).
Diving—Sacco (Furman), Thackson (Clemson), Wilson (Furman),
Dickson (Clemson).
220 yard dash—Rollins (Clemson), Fisher (Clemson), Stephens
i Furman).
300 yard medley—Sacco, Glass,
Childers (Furman), Basha, Goraty,
Van de Erve (Clemson).
The freshman meet was won by
the Presbyterian yearlings who piled
up 2G points, with Clemfon running a close second with 21 points
and Furman pushing the Cubs to
the limit by amassing a total of 20
credits.

Open Season With U. of Georholidays. The first day Craig went
out for track he picked up the
gia Bulldogs Soon
shot and tossed it some nine inches
farther than
the state
record.
Still intent on finding the best
Robinson has been running a nice
men to represent the varsity in the
quarter-mile at the workouts. Ted
coming meets, Coach Howard held
Simons looks as though he will deanother trial meet Saturday aftervelop into
a valuable hurdler.
noon, March 18, and the performSpring basketball is under way for
ance of the track squad as a whole
the second time in the history of
were very encouraging. The men
Clemson. Competition is getting
showed a marked improvement in
mighty hot down on the diamond.
every event over their performance
Now that the wind is dying down
in last week's trials, <but there is
the boys are meeting that horsestill plenty of work ahead of them
hide plenty solid. The Tigers drew
before the meet with Georgia here
Carolina for the first two league
on April 1.
The winners of the
Sanies. In other words they have
ENGINEERING-ARCH. DAY
trials were as usual, except "Bull"
PROMINENT ENGINEER HERE
(Continued from page one)
the first opportunity to spill the
Lewis replaced Roberts in the half
(Continued from page one)
dope bucket. The season opens a
mile run, and Latimer came in
engineer
of a railroad; vice-presiweek from today.
cess. This exhibition will take place ahead of Suggs in the mile.
dent and chief engineer of five great
Lynn
continued
his
brilliant
perat about 4:3 0 or 5:00 o'clock.
power companies, and director of
At 6:00 o'clock the regular Re- formances in the dashes when he
two more; he is retained as consulttreat formation will be held on the measured the hundred yards !in less
ing engineer of six national industhan
9.9
seconds,
and
then
breezed
small parade quadrangle.
Immetries in this country and by the
diately after, supper will be served across the finish line in the 220Hydro-electric
Power Commission of
Robin the messhall for the visitors and yard dash in 2 2.3 seconds.
Ontario;
and
now
is acting as coninson also looked good in the 440
cadets.
sulting engineer in conection with
Battles are Developing for Pos»
yard
dash.
and
Rawls
showed
At 7:30 the Jungaleers will offer
the design and construction of two
session of Vacant Positions
a program of special music in the plenty of ability in the high hurdpower plants in the United States
chapel. The technical exhibits will le jaunt.
and
Canada, the latter of which ulIn
the
trials,
the
men
finished
Although the Tiger's baseball also be open until 9:30 P. M.
timately will be perhaps the world's
as
follows:
machine is to be made up almost
From 9:30 until 1:30 there will
entirely of rookie material this be a dance in the field house, music 100-yard dash—Lynn, Vance, Hill. largest hydro-electric plant.
2 20-yard dash—Lynn, Monts.
year, the Clemson mentor sched- to be furnished by the Jungaleers.
SPRING HOLIDAYS
440-yard dash—Robinson, Hankinuled one of the "big boys" of
son.
the Southeastern conference for the
According to report from
The outer gardens are filled with One-half mile—Lewis, Roberts, Be- the President's office, Spring
opening game. Tomorrow and Satthea.
urday Jess Neely will sic his new faces that give promise ol
Holidays will begin at 12
green
and inexperienced
Tigers filling the gaps left by Buck Prles- Mile—Latimer, Suggs, Sharp.
o'clock
on Thursday, March
ter
and
Ray
Parkins.
Clark
will
2 mile—Altman, Fulmer, Latham.
against Georgia's Bull Dogs with
30,
and
will
extend until 10:30
doubtless
hold
down
the
center
High
hurdles—Rawls,
Ackis,
Spearmurder in their hearts.
man.
P. M. Monday, April 3.
The Bengals opened against the plot while he is not on the mound.
Georgians last year and were de- Among the men who may grab off Low hurdles—Lipscomb, Vance.
Discus—Craig, Vance, Fellers.
feated in both games, but they the other fields are: J. W. Davis, High jump—McMahan, Lipscomb.
Grain,
Knight,
Chavous,
Shuler
and
Shot put—Craig, Lewis.
Broad
jump—Hill,
Craig.
have not the slightest notion of letJavelin—Blackwell, Rhode.
Pole vault—Curry, Parks.
ting the Bull Dogs get away so Green.
easily this time. Coach Neely has
$i<Sgg:i]Kg]',:.irs::';;;::.:: TC^IOO: Tfv:)7':i■';•:"!?';?:f r;77::";:'.UHi5f:;T^7r:r7?r;t:';::J;:!:;;,:;]:^,_::l:::7;:::f :;TrTf"•r;f::':::::,if5?KWKISIH
devoted all of his attention to the
diamond crew since the spring
football session came to a close
last Friday, and. has succeeded in
whippire-^-nVtr boys into shape at
a rapid rate.
***"""-""-~
The blow suffered by the graduaSHOE POLISH
5c|
STATIONERY VALUE
tion of so many first string men
75c
last year will be a hard one from
which to recover, but Neely will
10c Val.-HAJ^KERCHIEFS__5c|
doubtless be able to fashion a hard
College Pound PlPer
scrapping aggregation of the host
SHOE STRINGS
5c
of men who are anxious to break
60 sheets paper-^25 envelopes
into the lineup.
Clemson's strongest department
will be on the mound. The pitching staff, composed of Burgess, Rivers, Davis and Clark, should develop into one of the best in the state.
The other half of the battery is
just as competent. In "Boon"
P'roctor the Tigers have one of the
'best college backstops in this section of the country, both defensively and offensively. Henry, a sophomore, is understudying
Proctor
and shows signs of developing into
a valuable catcher. He is cool behind the plate and has a nice peg
around the bases.
Four men, Miller, Rouse, Turner
and Do'bson, are waging a tight
battle for the first base position,
Postal Scale FREE
with Bob Miller holding the inside
50c PROBAK BLADES AND
track.
There is a terrific battle
with 1 Box CASCADE Stationery 35c LAVENDER Shaving Cream
around the keystone sack between
48 sheets paper—36 envelopes
Both For
Sherman and Gillam, with Sherman
holding a slight edge over his opponent.
He is the only infielder
who returned
from
last year's
champions.
I.O.U 's will be accepted for any merchandise during the Bank Holidays
Cook is comanding slight edge
over Lee for the shortstop position,
while the battle for supremacy In
the hot corner is a furious one between Hood,
Richey
and Sims.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
Hood, a sophomore, is at present
getting the first call because of his
OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
fielding ability and timely hitting. wre;»a»i^i>gxBaxraxD<i>gM>^^

NEELY DRILLS SQUAD
FOR GEORGIA GAMES

SPECIALS

!c DR. WEST OR PROPHYLAGTIC TOOTH BRLl NO
1 TUBE OR, WEST TOOTH PASTE

Both for 50c

PALMOLIVE SHAVING GREAM, TALCUM AND
STYPTIC PENCIL - 70c VALUE

All for 49c

49c

49c

L C. Martin Drug Co.
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J. S. KNAPP TO HOLD CLEMSON ALUMNUS IS
CLASS IN DRAMATICS KILLED IN ACCIDENT
Will be Held in Parish House
March 27-30

MARCH

23/

ville road while he was on /is way
home.

He succumbed to mis inju-

ries soon after reaching ai hospital.
f
Mr. Grace evidently leaded out of
his car but was caught 4s the au-

Morton A. Grace, Clemson alumnus and superintendent of G. Ober
Sons, fertilizer manufacturers of Savannah, was fatally hurt on Monday night, March 2 0, when his automobile collided with a Central of
Georgia switch engine at a railroad
crossing two miles out on the Louis-

During March 27-3 0 inclusive, a
rural dramatics institute will ;be
conducted at the Parish House under the direction of Jack Stuart
Knapp, of the National Recreation
Association.
This instruction in
our rural life, will be free of
charge.
The first session will open
at 7:00 P. M. on Monday, March
27.
The institute is intended to train
leaders of the various rural organizations to direct plays.
Such subjects as producing, rehearsing, theatre
make-up,
acting,
speaking
voice, lighting, scenery, and costuming will 'be demonstrated and
discussed.
Mr. Knapp is eminently qualified
to direct dramatics.
He has lec- is
tured and produced plays in nearly every state in the Union, and is
likewise author of many successful
plays.
Cadets desiring to attend this institute should see Theo Vaughan,
at the State Club Office, Extension
Building.

m

tomobile
was
demolished.
The
weather was foggy and smoky, and
it is thought that he was not able
to see the engine headlight.
Mr. Grace was born in Waltert-oro, S. C, in 1882. He graduated
from Clemson College and had been
located in Savannah for five years,

aaasagHSHgsmssis^^

JUNIORS & SENIORS
DO YOU NEED A FEW DOLLARS FOR
SPRING HOLIDAYS
With every $10.00 purchase on your April R. O. T. C.
check I will advance you $5.00 in cash; with every

$5.00 purchase $2.50. (These offers on new sales
only).
SPORT SHOES, NEW TIES, SHIRTS, PAJAMAS,
HATS, AND OTHER FURNISHINGS
LOOK!—A trade allowance of $2.00 for your old
High School Ring.

Bring it down if you want to

dispose of it.
Nora Sparkman was the guest of
her sister, Mrs. Capers Satterlee for
the week-end.

HOKE SLOAN
•HlgglHggRSEHIlHiailSHB^^

STUDY OF ElUUwL.VI.LI
WOVEN BY TEXTILES
Plan

to

Exhibit

Portrait

at

World's Fair in Chicago
A portrait of President Franklin D. Roosevelt has recently been
completed by students in textile designing in the Textile Department
of Clemson College.
This picture
has been developed in cotton fabric
constructed from black and white
cotton yarns. The project was carried out by two senior students,
R. C. Edwards and H. W. Tomlinson, under the supervision of Professor W. E. Shinn, head of the
weaving and designing division.
The art of making picture^ in
cloth has reached its highe't development in silk weaviDg.
The
fineness of the silk threads and the
corresponding closeness, with which
they may be woven iito fabric permit of more varied blending of the
white and Waei threads to secure
the intermediate tones of grey necessary to develop the features In a
v^^portrait.
The sketch of President

Roosevelt
which appeared on the
cover of the Literary Digest during
the presidential campaign in Octo'ber, 1932, furnished the inspiration
for this woven portrait in cotton
fabric.
In the execution of this project
the photograph was enlarged over
an area of some twenty square feet
of commercial
design
paper and
covered approximately 600,000 unit
squares.
A charcoal rendering of
the enlargement formed the basis
for the subsequent shading in the
various forms of the sateen weave.
In the preparation of the pattern
cards the Textile Department received the cooperation of Mr. Cason
J. Callaway and Mr. Fuller E. Callaway of Callaway Mills, La Grange,
Georgia.
- Mr. S. a -Wilii.a • Jiirector of _the
Clemson Textile Department, states
that he is working out plans to
have this
portrait
of
President
'Roosevelt exhibited in process of
weaving on the loom at the World's
Fair in Chicago.
The first of these woven portraits
has been
presented
to President
Roosevelt through the courtesy of
a South Carolinian, Mr. Daniel C.
Roper, Secretary of Commerce.

After College
WHAT?

Insurance ?
Julian i. Myrick, famous New
York general agent, says: "Selling
life insurance is the best paid
hard work there is. No capital
required other than a good character, an active mind and perseverance. Any young man with
these qualifications will find a
great future in insurance."
NO OTHER BUSINESS offers
greater rewards for hard work.
But insurance offers some pretty tough
problems. Perhaps that explains why
in this business, as in college, a pipe
is the most popular smoke.
While you "cram" for that exam
... or later when you figure out the
best way to sell a $100,000 policy, just
light up a pipeful of Edgeworth Smoking Tobacco.
Edgeworth is the favorite college
smoke.* And only in Edgeworth can
you find that distinctive blend of fine
old burley tobacco. If you would like
to try before you buy, just write Larus
& Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va., for a free sample package.
* A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the
ta . -ite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO

Vice-President John Nance Garner is to wield a new gavel
while presiding over the Senate.
Several gavels were made by
Professor Marshall of the Wood shop Division from wood of the
Calhoun Mansion, and)one of these has been selected to be sent
to Vice-President Garner. It is an exact reproduction of the one
used by Calhoun in 1825 and will be presented by the South
Carolina delegation.
CaJhoun's Mansion and the gavel are pictured above.

Buy Edgeworth
anywhere in two
forms—Edgeworth
Ready-Rubbed
and Edgeworth
Plug Slice. All
sizes— 151! pocket
package to pound
humidor tin. Some
sizes in vacuum
sealed tins.

tf,
IT EXTRA
„J1h;< GRADE

|;

RBUWHJM
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It takes
resourcefulness . .\.
Time and again, Bell System engineers have
demonstrated their pioneering bent in working out
unusual telephone construction problems.
For example, they laid a huge conduit under the
Harlem River. They dredged a trench in the river
bottom, lowered enormous sections of iron pipe,
sent down divers to join the sections, encased the
finished tube in concrete. Through this they ran
telephone cables forming one of New York's main
lines of communication. Across the Gila River in
Arizona they constructed a catenary span 2373 feet
long. To bridge oceans, they developed radio telephony. They have built telephone lines over mountains, across deserts, through swamps.
Their resourcefulness in getting through, over or
under natural barriers makes possible .telephone service that is practically world wide in reach.

BELL SYSTEM
SAY "HELLO" TO MOTHER AND DAD
...RATES ARE LOWEST AFTER 8:30 P. M.

1

